Actuarial Modelling Centre
Our centre of excellence for
actuarial modelling
The AMC formalises the Deloitte approach to actuarial
modelling where we are recognised as a market leader.

Current demands on actuarial models, driven by
timescales, budgets and regulations, has seen a
change in the way our clients approach modelling.
We are seeing clear trends around the development
process which is becoming more professional and
industrialised as IT style approaches are adopted.
In our approach to modelling we embrace
professional project management, improved
governance, IT methodology for development and
clear business acceptance and sign-off processes.
The Deloitte AMC helps you to transition your ways
of working to support these approaches which are
more consistent with IT best in breed.
At Deloitte we pride ourselves on both our technical
excellence and commitment to delivering outstanding
service. These qualities are a fundamental part of
the Deloitte AMC which builds on over 25 years of
modelling experience in the industry.

What is the AMC?
The Deloitte Actuarial Modelling Centre (AMC), part
of the Actuarial & Advanced Analytics (A&AA)
practice, is our centre of excellence for actuarial
modelling. The AMC formalises the Deloitte approach
to actuarial modelling where we are recognised as a
market leader.
The AMC uses our standard management and
project frameworks to deliver modelling
engagements. Our expertise in this area is
underpinned with our market leading approaches,
frameworks, tools and training to support the delivery
of actuarial modelling to our clients.
What can the AMC help you with?




Resources to support your modelling needs
Supporting all areas of your development cycle
e.g. analysis, design, build, testing and documentation












Outsourcing and offshore modelling services
Rationalising data, processes and models
Training to support your talent programme
QA and peer review services
Implementing regulations
Advanced modelling techniques
Technology advisory and embedding services
Data management and processing services
Developing target operating models
We cover the full range of Life and GI modelling
tools (incl. Prophet, Moses, ReMetrica, SAS)

Depth and breadth of expertise
The expertise of the AMC team is complemented by the depth and breadth of knowledge within the Deloitte
actuarial practice. Our dedicated technology practice allows us to provide expert implementation and
comprehensive support on the platform of your choice.
Actuarial and Advanced Analytics
The AMC is part of Deloitte Actuarial and Advanced Analytics, a unified team of Life and GI actuaries, statisticians
and technology consultants. We are part of Deloitte Consulting, a leading consulting and technology firm globally.
We offer services both in the UK, overseas and on an offshore basis, for Life, GI and Banking Clients.
Contacts
We are dedicated to understanding your needs and to aligning our future development plans with
these needs. To find out more, please get in touch.
This document was produced by the Actuarial Modelling Centre, a team of modelling specialists within the Actuarial
& Advanced Analytics practice of Deloitte.
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